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Beneath the entertaining and instructive war stories lies the truth: how directors elicit the best

performances from difficult and terrified actors. You'll learn how to use proven techniques to get

actors to give their best performances - including the ten best and ten worst things to say - and

what you can do when an actor won't or can't do what the director wants. Includes never before

published stories from veteran director, John Badham, as well as Sydney Pollock, Mel Gibson,

James Woods, Michael Mann and many more.

About the AuthorSusie Hodge is a writer and lecturer on both the practical and historical

aspects of art. She has written numerous books on art techniques like Drawing is Easy: A Step-

by-Step Guide, as well as titles on famous artists, including on Vincent van Gogh, Paul Klee

and Michelangelo inThe Great Artists series. Most recently, she has appeared as one of the

experts supporting Andrew Marr on the Channel 5 series Great Paintings of the World in the

UK. She has also appeared in many other documentaries. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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“Directors have needed a book like this since D.W. Griffith invented the close-up. We directors

have to pass along to other directors our hard-learned lessons about actors. Maybe then they

won’t have to start from total ignorance like I did, like you did, like we all did.”— John

Frankenheimer, Director (The Manchurian Candidate, Grand Prix, Seconds)“With humor and

humility, director John Badham takes you inside the most intimate of filmmaking relationships

— the endless joust between director and actor for control, recognition, and respect. His

candor is like a rifle shot straight to the heart — it pierces pretension and strikes at what

matters, with the kind of honesty that is often lacking in Hollywood. I’ll Be in My Trailer

understands what it takes to build trust and avoid the game-playing rituals of stars, studios, and

casting the producer’s girlfriend.”— Robert Bassett, Dean, Dodge School of Film & Media Arts,

ChapmanUniversity“‘Blow smoke and you’ll get busted,’ advises John Badham in this hilarious

and outstanding guide that heeds its own advice. Having picked the brains of some of the finest

directors and actors working today, Badham’s book offers directors the chance to cut through

the agony and aggravation of dealing with actors and get to work.”— Gilbert Cates, former

President, Directors Guild of America; former Dean ofthe Film School at UCLA; Artistic

Director, The Geffen Theatre“Most young directors are afraid of actors. They come from film

school with a heavy technical background, but they don’t know how to deal with an actor. Even

many experienced directors barely talk to their actors.”— Oliver Stone, Director (JFK, Platoon,

Wall Street, Born on the Fourth of July)“In this outstanding book, John Badham proves not only

superbly authoritative but wonderfully wise: deft in conveying the conflicted negotiations that

characterize the actor-director relationship, and enchanting in his appreciation of the artistic

spirit that he has nurtured and shaped throughout his remarkable directing career. His

profound love of actors — and working with them — radiates through the book on every page.

I’ll Be in My Trailer will prove an invaluable text for filmmaking students, scholars and

professionals alike.”— Dr. Robert Cohen, Trevor Professor of Drama, University of California,

Irvine“Here is a book by a master director that strips away the layers of confusion about how to

make a movie and how to deal with the people and the problems. With wit and wisdom and

practical examples taken from the experience of a variety of film-makers (that include me!),

John and his co-writer Craig have made a valuable text for the novice and the established.”—

Jeremy Kagan, Director, Professor of Cinema, USC“I’ll Be in My Trailer is an entertaining

primer on what and what not to say to actors, replete with horror stories from many well-known

actors and directors. John Badham has great war stories from the movie set and the scars to

prove it! A highly entertaining book and should be mandatory reading for anyone who’s

considering a career as a director. Highly recommended!”— Wayne Crawford, Producer/Writer/

Director (Valley Girl, Night of the Comet,Jake Speed)“This is a unique and practical resource

for directors — as well as actors, producers, and anyone else interested in how good dramatic

storytelling is done. An enormously talented and humane director has assembled a cogent

approach to acting and directing, highlighted by insights from leading professional artists who

are unrivalled in their frankness and diversity of views. Actors, directors, and producers seeking

to deepen their own craft, and to better understand the craft of their collaborators, will do well

to read this book now — and return to it regularly for future reference.”— James Bundy, Dean,

Yale School of Drama/Artist Director, Yale RepertoryTheater“This book is a terrific read for both

the beginner and the seasoned professional.”— Peter Hunt, Tony Award winner for Best

Director, 1776“Where was this book forty years ago when I started directing?”— Arthur Hiller,

former President, Academy of Motion Pictures & DirectorsGuild of America“GREAT opening



and lead chapter. One of the many things John Badham does right is grab so many other

voices and viewpoints of talented pros. The ‘historical worth’ of this read is enough to make me

happy in and of itself.”— James Grady, Novelist (Six Days of the Condor, White Flame, River of

Darkness)“I’ll Be in My Trailer conveys the inspiration and heartache of being a career director,

with Mr. Badham accomplishing one of the most difficult things in writing: to actually make the

reader feel as though they have absorbed his hard-earned experience. Reading this book is

the next best thing to having a microchip with John Badham’s memories installed in your brain.

A must read for any director at any stage of their career.”— Jeremy Hanke, Editor,

Microfilmmaker Magazine“An excellent book about the sometimes dysfunctional relationships

between actors and directors. It’s about time someone wrote this book. Badham proves himself

as good a writer as he is a director.”— Matthew Terry, Screenwriter/Teacher/Columnist for“John

Badham and Craig Modderno have crafted an insider’s guide to the care and feeding of actors.

It’s a fascinating page-turner that draws the fine line between art and therapy. It’s sure to

become a classic and should be required reading for anyone who even thinks about stepping

foot on a movie set.”— Catherine Clinch, Associate Publisher, Creative Screenwriting

MagazineTHE CREATIVE WARSbetween Directors and ActorsJOHN BADHAMAND CRAIG

MODDERNOMICHAEL WIESE PRODUCTIONS Published by Michael Wiese

Productions12400 Ventura Blvd. #1111Studio City, CA 91604(818) 379-8799, (818) 986-3408

(FAX).
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Modderno PrefaceI was teaching a directing class at the American Film Institute in 1997 where

we were discussing different techniques of staging film scenes between actors. The subject

was whether it was better for the director to tell actors where to stand and move or to allow

them to discover it for themselves. Suddenly a hand went up in the back of the class. A very

serious and beautiful young woman queried, “Yes, but what do you do when actors won’t do

what you tell them to do?”I’ve been asked tougher questions before. But asking why actors

sometimes won’t listen could take a reealllly long time to answer. While I fumbled for a concise

reply, an amazing thing happened: The entire class came to attention. Their ears seemed to

extend towards me like trumpets while they waited. It was as though I was going to tell them

surefire ways to win at blackjack in Las Vegas. This was a big topic for them. They understood

everything about cameras, lights and sound equipment. CGI-Special Effects is child’s play. But

ACTORS??!! Remembering my own awkwardness and terror as a beginning director working

with actors who always had their own ideas about what to do, I couldn’t blame any tyro director

for feeling the same way. I could, however, pass on a lot of practical knowledge.The next day I

called my longtime friend, journalist Craig Modderno, who has been doing interviews for many

years with both film and sports celebrities for the Los Angeles Times, the New York Times,

entertainment magazines and even Penthouse. Though he was not about to introduce me to

any cool girls from Penthouse, his skill at interviewing would be invaluable for finding out as

much about working with actors as we could.We did not want to write a dry textbook but

something that anyone who loves movies could read and appreciate. Between me and the

many directors and actors we interviewed, we heard lots of funny and not-funny-at-all war

stories of disasters and catastrophes, as well as success stories. These anecdotes are

entertaining for anyone who loves movies and has a taste for gossip gussied up as

educational.We interviewed as many of the talented and skilled directors as we could corner



like Oliver Stone, Michael Mann, Sydney Pollack, and Steven Soderbergh to get their

perspectives on this elusive art: working with actors. We were fortunate to talk to the late John

Frankenheimer shortly before his untimely passing. It seemed to us at the time that he was

determined to pass along as much of his vast knowledge as he could while he still had

time.We also talked to actor/directors like Jack Nicholson, Richard Dreyfuss, Anne Bancroft,

James Woods, Mel Gibson and Mark Rydell so we could present a fully rounded picture,

combining their knowledge with my thirty-plus years of directing experience. They willingly

shared their hard-earned knowledge, spending hours articulating the kinds of things that go

wrong and right in that often acrimonious marriage between an actor and a director.We looked

for answers to questions like: What does an actor want to hear from a director as he is

rehearsing or performing his role? What do directors do that alienates actors? What does the

actor never want to hear from a director?In this book we’ll talk about the ten worst and the ten

best things you can say to an actor. We will explore the nature of an actor’s temperament and

the true nature of his contributions. We want to understand the nature of creativity and its many

pitfalls. We will go through the processes of casting and rehearsal. We will watch what happens

in an actor’s mind during a performance, whether it is on a proscenium stage on Broadway or

the 007 Stage at Pinewood.Who knew all this would take five years to accomplish? Getting

time with these very busy people was always difficult. Just as we would get on a roll with

interviews, either Craig or I would get another day job that would have to take precedence.

Craig wrote hundreds of articles for different media and I directed five movies and several TV

episodes in this time. The good part was that I could both interview the actors I was working

with — like Candice Bergen, Michael Chiklis, Don Johnson, James Garner, Jeanne

Tripplehorn, Jenna Elfman, Sam Robards, Bryan Brown, George Eads and Jamie Pressly —

and also put into practice many of the things I was learning from them.Finally, lest anyone take

offense at the tone of the book, much of it is written with tongue firmly implanted in cheek. My

love for actors is deep and sincere. Though I may write about them as though I were one of

those cynics who mistrust and mock the acting profession, it does not reflect my personal

admiration for what actors are capable of and their dedication to a difficult craft. Regarding any

actor with less than honest respect would be a serious flaw for any director.Author’s note: In

this age of gender neutrality, I have alternated references between masculine and feminine

when referring to directors and actors. Introductionby Craig ModdernoLike most love affairs,

mine with movies didn’t start very well. My father took me to see Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde at the

local cinema in Mount Holly, North Carolina. The story of a crazed genius with two conflicting

personalities, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde was an omen of seemingly every third person I’ve ever

encountered in Hollywood. But to a preteen who at the time had never even watched television,

the terrifying sight of Spencer Tracy basically transforming himself from man to monster elicited

screams and tears from your frightened author. The next time my parents took me to the

movies Ma and Pa Kettle were on the screen showcasing animals on a farm. The experience

was almost like having sex for the second time; one knew it couldn’t be as scary as the first

encounter, so you let what you were facing work its magic.(When I did the first major interview

in print with Steven Spielberg for Penthouse magazine in 1977 he told me that when he

watched his first adult movie for the next five minutes the legendary director wanted to have

sex with anything and then he watched five more minutes and was convinced that he never

wanted to have sex again! To quote Chief Dan George in the movie Little Big Man: “Sometimes

the magic works and sometimes it doesn’t.”)Later my father moved us to Italy. (My father

worked for the military or the Mafia, but I was never sure which. All I know is when we moved it

would always be late at night and halfway around the world.) A classmate told me to come to



his house after school to see a movie being shot down the street. Sex and cinema were then

bonded forever in my slowly expanding teenage brain as I watched Sophia Loren acting in

Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow. She was then, now, and always will be one of the most

beautiful women in the world. Ms. Loren, who grew up in the slums of a nearby Italian city,

joked and played with the local kids during breaks in filming. Unfortunately I was mute and

unable to move, which Burt Reynolds years later told me was his response as an adult upon

meeting the magnetic Ms. Loren. (When I came to Hollywood in 1975 I was told there are only

two people in show business who will have sex appeal until they die: Sophia Loren and Paul

Newman! Nobody has ever refuted that statement to me almost thirty years later.)After we

moved to the San Francisco Bay Area in 1965 I took several jobs while in high school to

support our family once my father died two years later. My love of movies only increased as I

worked at one of the first domed theatres in California (Century 21 in Pleasant Hill) and the

Concord Drive-In, which has long since been destroyed but remains visible forever in the scene

where the airplane carrying Richard Dreyfuss to college departs at the end of American

Graffiti.At the drive-in we changed programs once a week. I worked at the Dome almost eight

months and we played only three pictures: The Graduate, Camelot, and Grand Prix. When we

opened Candy on Christmas I quit that evening rather than face four months of viewing this

horrible film every day. Working as a doorman and assistant manager at the Dome, particularly

during the summer of 1968 when The Graduate played there exclusively, taught me so much

about why people go to the movies and what they look for in their entertainment pursuits.The

thought of Anne Bancroft seducing me into an affair with an older woman was far more

appealing to this newly turned high school graduate than President Lyndon Johnson getting

me to play the draft lottery as the conflict in Vietnam escalated into a debilitating war. A happy-

to-be child of the sixties, I, like other people of my generation, looked to movies to help explain

the military madness engulfing our rapidly changing times.Films like Cool Hand Luke,

M.A.S.H., Bullitt, Z, The Graduate, Woodstock, Midnight Cowboy, In the Heat of the Night,

Goodbye Columbus, Easy Rider, The Wild Bunch, Petulia, Joe, Summer of ’42, Patton, Faces,

Bonnie and Clyde, and 2001: A Space Odyssey were excellent entertainments which managed

to speak directly to the public in a way few politicians (who hadn’t been murdered) were able to

do at the time or since.In today’s Hollywood, movies are often made as merchandising-driven

vehicles bolstered by multimillion-dollar media-manipulated hype. If you want to compare the

difference in a Hollywood that encouraged risk-taking creativity and the current one aimed at

fulfilling fifteen-year-old boys’ fantasies, then ask yourself two questions: “When was the last

time you saw a movie whose ending you couldn’t predict within ten minutes?” and “What was

the last new film that you saw which had an impact on your life?”Don Farrar, a longtime friend

and a film buyer for almost forty years, always reminded me never to underestimate the

intelligence of a movie audience… something today’s Hollywood hierarchy often does as they

pander their youthful trendy topics to an extremely fickle public.Explains Farrar: “The best hype

in the world can never compete with good or bad word-of-mouth. At times it’s almost as if

somebody called someone that they didn’t even know and said: ‘You don’t know me and I live

many miles away from you, but there’s a movie coming out Friday (think The Cat in the Hat for

example) that you shouldn’t bother seeing!’”Woody Allen, who was my first professional

interview, later gave me a job working for him as he directed his first film Take the Money and

Run in San Francisco in 1968. Whenever I got away from school in the final days of my senior

year and the first months of summer I would call the production office to find out where the

company was shooting. Woody paid me out of his own pocket for gas and bridge tolls for

having me assist him when needed. Since I was an only child whose father had died two



weeks prior to the start of my senior year and a prime lottery candidate for a winning ticket to

the front lines of Vietnam, Woody’s extreme kindness and patience while explaining his

filmmaking process was a noble gesture towards a confused young man seeking his way in

life.Stars in the sixties were generally much nicer to ordinary people attempting to break into

the business, earn a living, or merely seeking a kind word. Paul Newman gave me an interview

for my high school newspaper in the lobby of the famed Fairmont Hotel. Director Richard

Lester, who directed the classic Beatles films A Hard Day’s Night and Help!, stopped a security

guard from kicking me out of an underground garage in San Francisco where he was directing

George C. Scott and a drop-dead gorgeous Julie Christie in his emotionally powerful picture

Petulia. When Robert Redford was starring in Michael Ritchie’s The Candidate in the Bay Area,

he let me follow him around for a few days for a story in my college newspaper, and, like

Woody Allen, offered detailed encouragement and advice on pursuing an artistic career.One

should not leave with the mistaken impression that all celebrities have the class and courtesy

exhibited early in my career by Mr. Allen, Mr. Lester, and Mr. Newman. Conversely, I am not

someone who will defend the media carte blanche from celebrity complaints, especially so-

called celebrity journalists when faced with a complaint by a celebrity. Still, people should know

the damage a rude, egotistical, or dishonest celebrity can do to a writer’s career and

relationships. Two examples are thus offered.When I was a freelancer working for TV Guide

over a decade ago, I got an assignment to do a cover story with Paul Reiser, who was hosting

the Grammy Awards. Reiser agreed to do the interview, then kept putting it off for no apparent

reason and making me wait three days at home for his phone call, which never came. When

Reiser was asked by a mutual friend of ours why he treated me so unprofessionally, Reiser

angrily replied: “I don’t give a… about what I did. The story wasn’t going to put another dollar in

my pocket!”Another insensitive actor I spent a day interviewing was Matthew Perry, whom I

experienced first hand enjoying making enemies rather than friends during his initial celebrity

exposure. I took Perry to a Los Angeles Kings game, which he suggested we do, to talk to him

about hockey during the contest for a story in the team’s magazine. Young fans sent over food

and sodas to Perry, seeking only a smile or a wave in return. “You eat this stuff. Why do these

people keep bothering me when I’m only here to watch the game?” Perry angrily asked

me.Why is personality and image so important to an actor or a politician in dealing with the

public? Because that’s generally what they’re selling. Humphrey Bogart, James Cagney, and

Steve McQueen were just a few legendary actors who didn’t make hit movies all the time, but

did, nonetheless, attract a loyal audience even to their lesser efforts because these true

superstars had an on and off-screen persona which the public admired.“What are they really

like?” is the question I’m most asked of the celebrities I’ve spoken with. Today’s celebrity is

given superstar status too quickly by a starving, insatiable internet-led media needing to be fed

24-7 around the world. Thus many people knew the reason Britney Spears got divorced even

before they realized she had been married.We may all lead a simple life, but Hollywood does

its best to shed some perspective on the glamorous life that we’re missing. So when John

Badham, a nice and bright man who has directed several films that I like, asked me to co-write

this book with him I was instantly interested. We took the actors and directors to the restaurant

of their choice or brought food to them. Since today’s filmmakers rarely discuss their craft

unless they’re addressing a class, several of our actors and directors kept asking if we were

getting what we needed.The annual tribute at the Academy Awards to the people in show

business who have died since the previous Oscars is extremely emotional. Like any movie fan,

I often find myself asking questions about certain actors and directors, long since departed,

who worked with my interview subject. I never get tired of actor/author/director/screenwriter



Carl Gottlieb, who co-wrote Jaws and The Jerk amongst a long list of impressive credits, telling

me about a scene John Huston directed with him and Jack Nicholson, which didn’t make the

final cut of Prizzi’s Honor. Or asking Carl about how larger-than-life actor Robert Shaw endured

the daily problems the mechanical, malfunctioning shark caused the cast, crew and director

Steven Spielberg on the set of Jaws, all of which Gottlieb detailed in his must-read book The

Jaws Log. Looking at the memorial tribute at the Academy Awards through the years I recalled

personal and pleasant memories dealing with the dearly departed John Alonzo, George Burns,

Frank Capra, Richard Crenna, Richard Harris, Jack Lemmon, Frank Sinatra, Bette Davis,

Robert Stack, Richard Sylbert, John Wayne, and Natalie Wood, just to name a few filmmakers

who were kind to me beyond the need to conduct the business we were doing.And then there

were the legends who, much like the artists interviewed in this book, taught me about their craft

during an interview with special stories that I’d like to pass on. Burt Lancaster said

Montgomery Clift was the only actor he ever feared because his From Here to Eternity co-star

didn’t know how good he was; citing an example to me of the scene in the World War II drama

where Clift merely had to listen to his military superior’s personal problems. Recalled

Lancaster: “Clift listened so intensely and compassionately to me that when I saw the movie

even I was drawn to watching him on screen and it was my big scene!”Bette Davis, who had a

respect for and love of her craft even long after she was offered the quality roles in which to

prove it, told me: “If you can’t be emotionally and physically naked in front of strangers then

don’t act. Actors generally express the emotions publicly which most people can’t even deal

with privately.”Hopefully this book will give some fresh insights to the often-creative war

between actors and directors, the games if you will that artists often play in order to get the

results they seek. There’s a memorable still photo from North by Northwest where Cary Grant

is being attacked by a crop duster plane. The body language Grant exhibits in the shot is

amazing and quite athletic. Grant’s looking over his shoulder and yet half his body is frozen,

ready to run at a moment’s notice. Grant told me he was a close friend of Hitchcock, but like

most directors the master of suspense would do whatever necessary to get the results on film

that he wanted. For that particular scene Hitchcock had told the pilot to fly lower than Grant

was expecting. The terror on the actor’s face is real and the physical conflict genuine because

Grant is looking for the assistant director to give him the off-camera cue to start running. But as

the plane flies closer and lower than Grant was told, the frightened actor — ever the

professional — wouldn’t move until given the pre-arranged, off-camera signal to do so.When

he was just starting acting in films, Robert Mitchum told me his agents advised him not to play

villains because he might get typecast. Mitchum’s approach to this important aspect of his

business and craft was to balk at any suggestion of image management.Mitchum recalled

years later with a sardonic grin: “I loved playing villains, especially as a young actor. A villain

doesn’t get cut out of the picture and he generally has a contract that runs through the course

of the movie. If the hero and the screenwriter and the director do any kind of half-ass job, your

work as a villain is almost done with just a little effort on your part. Plus, more women are

attracted to bad guys than they’ll admit. It’s good pay for basically showing up and acting like

you would if someone threw a bucket of water on you while you’re sleeping.”Mitchum’s laid-

back acting style and I-don’t-give-a-damn attitude suckered many a filmmaker into

underestimating him until they saw his performance on screen. Gregory Peck, Mitchum’s co-

star in and the unofficial producer of the original Cape Fear, didn’t make that mistake. Peck

candidly told me of his admiration for Mitchum’s acting ability. “I usually eat a meal each

shooting day with my co-star or director just to get to know them better and discuss any

problems they might have with the picture. But I didn’t do that with Bob on Cape Fear. I knew



when I bought the book that the villain was the best part. Even though I portray the hero, I’m

not on equal footing with Bob’s character until the finale of the film when we’re fighting. So if I

were to have breakfast with Bob and he were to ask me how I was feeling and I’d tell him I had

a fight with the wife last night he would put his arm around me and say ‘Tell me all about it

Greg. I’m in the doghouse with my wife every night!’ Bob would be nice, helpful, and then

whatever I told him he’d somehow use in his character against me in our next scenes together.

Bob is an extremely underrated actor because his technique is not obvious or visibly apparent.

As a result of that Bob forces you to be at your best in every scene you’re in with him or you’ll

come out second best while he’ll come off as natural as someone could be.”While not inclined

to get into a philosophical discussion of acting, Mitchum later responded to what Peck told me.

“Greg knows there’s a little evil in every hero, which is why he’s always believable playing both.

He understands on a basic level what good and evil is all about. Greg’s also a very nice man,

which makes the audience like him instantly and the villain’s job harder in trying to find his

character’s weakness.”Having acted in one film, the boxing comedy The Great White Hype, my

respect for actors and directors only increased. I was witness to the creative preparations of

and acted with Samuel L. Jackson, Jeff Goldblum, Damon Wayans, Jon Lovitz, Cheech Marin,

Pete Berg, Jamie Foxx, Rocky Carroll, Albert Hall, Salli Richardson, Corbin Bernsen, and John

Rhys-Davies. The actors and director Reggie Hudlin may not remember me and my impressive

on camera ad-lib, but the filmmaking lessons I got from talking to and observing them at work

made me more understanding of what the artists in this book passionately articulated. Still,

acting isn’t brain surgery unless you’re playing a brain surgeon, and directing can’t be that

difficult since each porn film has at least one credited director!But as Woody Allen once said,

“Sex between two people is a meaningless experience, but as meaningless experiences go it’s

one of the best.” With all proper respect, I think actors and directors echo Woody’s observation

in regards to their craft at some point in their career. Thus my sincere thanks to the filmmakers

in this book for letting us share their personal experiences and thoughts on creative

differences. ContributorsWithout the generous help of all the following people, this book would

not have the wisdom they shared. We cannot thank them enough.Ed Asner is the only actor to

win Emmys for playing the same character (Lou Grant) in both a comedy (The Mary Tyler

Moore Show, 1970) and a drama (Lou Grant, 1977).Anne Bancroft won an Academy Award for

her performance in The Miracle Worker and stunned audiences with her mature sexuality as

Mrs. Robinson in The Graduate. She directed the movie Fatso.Candice Bergen has won five

Emmy Awards for her work in the eponymous Murphy Brown. She is renowned for her

exquisite photographs of Africa.Scott Brazil is an executive producer and director of multiple

episodes of The Shield.Gary Busey was nominated for an Oscar for his portrayal of Buddy

Holly in The Buddy Holly Story. He creates astounding and unusual characters in his many

films such as Lethal Weapon, The Bear, Point Break, Under Siege, Big Wednesday, as well as

John Badham’s Drop Zone and The Law.Robert Butler, Emmy and DGA-winning director of Hill

Street Blues and The Waltons, is one of the most sought-after directors in series television.

Whether it is the pilot of Moonlighting, Sisters, or The New Adventures of Superman that he is

directing, he always brings a solid and talented sensibility to whatever he does.Michael Chiklis,

the Emmy-winning star and director of The Shield, came to prominence in 1989 playing John

Belushi in Wired. He starred in The Commish and Daddio.Rob Cohen became head of Motown

Films at the young age of twenty-five. After an impressive start producing Lady Sings the

Blues, The Bingo Long Traveling All-Stars and Motor Kings, The Witches of Eastwick, and Bird

on a Wire, among others, his directing career took flight with Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story,

Dragonslayer, The Fast and the Furious, and XXX.
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E. Gurel, “Maybe you should read this instead of taking a class. It's been a while since I read

the book, so let me endorse it by sharing with you the comment I remember telling others: I

learned more about directing in a few weeks (by reading this book) than I did in 2 1/2 years at

my film school! (And I'm keeping my school a secret. Not ashamed at all, just don't want to

partake in any "liable".) As it turns out, the author teaches at my school but I never had him for

an instructor.This book not only teaches principles, but uses real-life situations and examples

as experienced by the author. In fact, there are several contributions by actual actors/directors

- submitting their personal point of view on various directing techniques that they have found

either work or don't work on them when they are on set.As I recall, the principles are not nearly

as detailed as in the book "Directing Actors" by Watson (which would normally diminish the

number of stars the book would receive), but this one holds its own as a compliment to such

books; Badham doesn't give step-by-step "how-to" direction on directing (pardon the pun) so

much as he gives advice and pointers obtained from experience - which can be invaluable.

That's why in its own right it received 5 stars.”

Jon B, “Meisner School Of Acting. This book fascinates me. A lot of incite from a lot of

directors who have made some really great movies with stories that offer a lot of incite into how

to direct actors. I bought the book because I'm taking a class on how to direct actors.

Generally I'm more of a person who learns by doing, not by reading a book. But I think if you

want to learn how to direct actors this is a must read.”

NinoBrown, “Great read. A must read for ant aspiring director.. After reading this book, I am

chomping on the bit to direct my first feature film. John simultaneously scares the crap out of

you and inspires you. Best book I’ve read in a long time. Kudos!”

Jeff Steitzer, “A terrific book!. I've recommended this book many times to people interested in

pursuing a career as a director in the theater. I have done so because Badham's advice is just

so damned sensible! No woo-woo mysticism. Just straight talk. As a sometime actor I'd be



thrilled to encounter a director who had studied this book.”

Mimi Ayers, “Great direction for would be directors. Great direction for would be directors.

Don't care for the layout - very heavy with pictures of same actors for examples.”

Accurate Nuanced Clear, “Fantastic! Both highly entertaining and useful. Fantastic”

Michael, “Great book, great read. Badham writes a great and fun book that any director would

enjoy. He gives hints about how to work with actors that are very helpful. It's also just a fun

book if you like to learn more about Hollywood culture and you are just an all around movie fan.

Buy if you love movies!”

Kevin, “Five Stars. I've used this book I don't know how many times. Priceless”

Tristan J Ofield, “Top. If not the best book on directing; it’s certainly top 3.An interesting,

anecdotal approach to explaining what goes on behind the scenes.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Top class.”

The book by John Badham has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 47 people have provided feedback.
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